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Introduction
A Unique, Vibrant and Extremely professional outfit.
Kamology’s attention to detail concentrates on the client’s requirement and dedicates that time and aspiration in providing you
with a thoroughly unique ostentatious entertainment experience, whilst hosting with our upmost state of the art sound system,
lighting and video technology accompanied, of course with the music content variety only a professional DJ can provide.
“The unique combination of services creates a package which is truly One of a Kind”
Our Mission
We at Kamology, utilise our wealth of knowledge and understanding of the varied customer wishes and requirements to make
tailoring your event hassle free.
Our clientele rely on our expertise and ideas for creating the perfect environment and memorable dream event.
We have a large portfolio of customers that have returned through generations of their family events, which tells us what we
do, we do right !
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S HO W P A C K A G E S
Our ‘Bronze Package’ is the foundation platform from our available packages. This is a sophisticatedly presented package and
is perfectly suited to those who want the minimal slick look - it covers the essentials of sound, lighting, music and host.
Thereon, you can upgrade to the advanced packages available The Silver, Gold and Diamond Packages are the more popular ranges.
You can also select varied preferences through our Optional Extras so Kamology can work with you to create a personalised
bespoke package to suit your requirements and wishes.
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BRONZE Package

SILVER Package

GOLD Package

DIAMOND Package

EV digitally controlled sound system

Bronze package contents

Silver package contents

Gold package contents

4 digital moving heads

4-6 Moving Heads (Profiles, LEDwash, Beam 5R)

16+ Moving Heads (Profiles, LED wash, Beam 5R)

Computer controlled DMX lighting system

Trussing stands with LED up-lighting

6-10 Moving Heads
(Profiles, LED wash, Beam 5R)

Lighting technician

2x Projector screens or plasma screens

Star cloth draping backdrop

Video mix system

Haze generator

Video jockey

Dj with library of music

Haze generator / Confetti Shower

Coordination and hosting of your event

Dj console with 2 integrated Plasma screens
or production console

Dj production console with mirror panels (white /black)
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Dj console with 2 integrated Plasma
screens/plain production booth
2x Projector screens
(Total of 4x projector screens set up as a complete
backdrop)
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LED video screen P3
Stage set production in white or black finish with matching
Dj booth or LED booth
Stage dressed and matched in same production finish
Trussing system
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L ig h t s h o w & E f f e c t s
Take the light show to another extreme…
Lighting is an extremely effective way of creating the ideal atmosphere you want for your event. Whether you want your
guests to feel relaxed, excited or energetic, we can help create the mood you want using the art of lighting and effects
Kamology are here to create your atmosphere and can work to custom spec throughout the whole process. We have vast
experience in transforming spaces to match your theme or vision whether creative lighting for a cocktail reception, garden
party, lighting a fashion show or full lighting production at your wedding reception.
We strive to push the boundaries of creativity and have an innovative and enthusiastic team here drawing on years of experience
in a range of settings.
Always respectful of your budget, constraints and design parameters, our expert team can create the lighting you require no
matter the circumstance. We are committed to providing events lighting solutions artistically and often in what might seem
impossible scenarios and budgets.
Effects offer another dimension to the lighting experience by enhancing and exciting the whole delivery with the aid of low
level smoke for that dancing on clouds effect, to Co2 high powered jets, or then a gentler confetti shower, the list goes on for
stage effect options we can offer for your event.
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V is u al S ys t e m & S c r e e n s
PROJECTION SCREENS
Perfect for larger venues where space is not an issue. Rear projection is used so the projector will not be visual at all. Screens are
available in 6ft, 8ft, and 10ft wide and all can be fully draped with black wool surge surround drape kit. Ideal for Pre-wedding
photos and videos, live cameraman feed and Music to Video.
PLASMA SCREENS
A versatile display screen which comes mounted on a free standing base stand display which can be used in the smallest of
venues and positioned almost anywhere in a venue. Available in 42”, 50”, 62” and now available in multiple screen set ups to
make a larger overall screen.
LED SCREEN
The very best in big screen technology allowing a large clean and bright screen to be viewable from far distances and close up.
The ideal Dj backdrop designed to be set in our stage set productions to achieve the elegant classy finish.
Various sizes available from P18 to P3. P3 delivering one of the most crystal clear pictures in the big screen industry to date.
All screens can be set up as large screens or then split screen with various custom designs.
Video Screen Technology
Kamology are keeping at the forefront of video processing technology allowing us to deliver the best visual experience. A
continual investment in latest screen LED wall processors, media servers, scalers, and switching technology as well as continual
training to ensure the very best video system today.
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E x t r as
DJ CONSOLE
Now a standard for all shows and stage set ups. The standard truss booth with trussing structure can now be replaced with the
all new full led console which is a large LED screen which can display video pictures and montage effects to match the light
show, or then 65” LCD screen. Also now available custom designed and finished Dj consoles to match the stage set production
design.
DANCEFLOORS
Available in all white or black finish with and without white led pea lighting. Dance floor vinyl floor printing allowing logos, and
names to be printed onto the floor surface available.
Now Available – Plain dancefloors in any colour and finish with no joints, any size or shape. Mirror floors also available.
DANCEFLOOR DECAL
Stunning floor decor designs to match with your deco or theme, or then a bespoke designed logo with a choice of name,
initials, and date. A palette colours, designs and finishes available from our decal library
MUSIC PRODUCTION
As your first dance, you want to make sure you play the perfect song to accompany it. But what if one song is not enough!
Kamology will work closely with you to mix and blend a variety of your chosen songs to create the perfect piece for your first
dance of married life!
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DANCERS
Offering a wide array of different culture dancer groups, a typical performance lasts between 20-30 minutes. Also available…
Brazilian/Samba Dancers, Bhangra Dancers, Break/Street Dancers, Bollywood Dancers, Ballerina, and many more…
MUSICIANS & ENTERTAINERS
Live performances ranging from a soothing classical Indian Sitar & Tabla duet, to an electric glowing string duo musical delight….
Entertain and wow your guests with an array of entertainers from; Magicians, Clowns, Comedians, Acrobatics, Stilt Walkers,
Human Statues and many more…
DHOL PLAYERS
Dhol players will on request escort the Bride & Groom into the venue or reception creating the perfect grand entrance.
Following this, they will also perform their highly requested stage performance in between the dancing time for guests to
watch and dance along to
LED BAR
An ideal cocktail reception centre piece or a perfect addition where venues do not have a bar in the same suite. Adaptable set
up choices or can be extended up to any chosen length, or a Circle/Round bar, Available along with back bar drinks display
cabinets.
Bar and lounge furniture now available!
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production

Creating your venue into the vision you imagine for the biggest day of your life!
Kamology will take your venue and create into your vision be that a Gatsby ballroom, or an Indian Grand Palace, to a Winter
Wonderland Wedding, or even a Las Vegas pool party, what ever be your theme and celebration we can creat
Your Vision, Our Creativity…
We use the best available; creative stage set designers, skilled carpenters, impressive lighting designers and flamboyant
decorators and prop companies to deliver a highly detailed event with such precise impact
Get in touch with our team and we can arrange an consultation to start work on your vision…
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Office: +44 (0) 20 8848 7770 | +44 (0) 1753 662 408 E-Mail: Info@kamology.com

www.kamology.co.uk

